Compliance

Pushing the
conversation
forward

THE CLEANCHAIN
COMPLIANCE MODULE
As an environmental software solution, CleanChain is
renowned for helping brands and suppliers manage
and monitor their environmental and social practices.
So whether you have one facility in a single location
or hundreds across multiple regions, managing the
compliance risk is time-consuming and resourceintensive.
Staying on top of constantly changing regulations and
monitoring steps to comply with them can seem like a data
and logistics nightmare. CleanChain Compliance Module now makes it easier for
anyone to know the law by filtering, configuring & tracking unique, site-specific legal registers,
enabling you and your lawyers to quickly navigate regulatory complexity with certainty.

THE COMPLIANCE MODULE ENABLES YOU TO:
Monitor and maintain
compliance for your
facilities across the globe

Stay current with laws
and regulations at global,
regional, and local levels

Track what you need
to meet voluntary
commitments like ISO
Standards, sustainability
certifications, and
company-specific pledges

Demonstrate a global
commitment to lawful
operations, environmental
compliance, and worker
health and safety

Get unprecedented insight
into your federal and state
compliance
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KEY FEATURES OF THE
COMPLIANCE MODULE
Applicability analysis

Complete compliance list

Do you know what compliance regulations
apply to your facilities? Let CleanChain
determine your compliance obligations
quickly and easily, on a site-by-site basis.

Keep track of all compliance obligations in
one place with CleanChain’s compliance list
feature.

Compliance tasks
What are your next steps? Take action with
CleanChain’s Compliance tasks, and work
with individual facilities to customize an
action plan for their specific compliance
obligations.

Dashboard
Every individual facility’s compliance
data, all in one place. You will instantly
see which facilities are compliant, what
compliance tasks need to be completed,
and when.

Legal summaries
Dig into the legal requirements for each
facility by reviewing the plain English legal
summary text of the law—no need for legal
counsel review or interpretation.

Flexibility
Utilize CleanChain’s automated system for
your compliance management or use your
manual entry capabilities.

The world of compliance
is continually evolving.
The Compliance Module
can help you stay ahead of it.

With over 600 law amendments, 40000 section changes and an estimated 6500 highlights
across four countries to hundreds of license holders. Keeping brands and suppliers
operating within—and ahead of—environmental, health, and occupational safety compliance
obligations.
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KEY BENEFITS DELIVERED:
Save time

Increase productivity

The automation of legal register
compilation and updating saves legal,
compliance & risk professionals substantial
time.

Spend less

Employees are able to focus on the high,
value-add work, instead of searching for
legal updates and relevant law.

Fewer resources are required to get the
job done. For example, costly manual
legal research can be replaced with the
CleanChain Compliance module.

To learn more, visit:
cleanchain.com or contact us at cleanchain.team@adec-innovations.com

